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TODAY’S  QUOTE







Grievance(Noun) : शिकायत

Meaning : A complaint or a strong feeling that you have been 

treated unfairly

Synonyms: Grief , Sorrow

Antonyms : Praise , Comfort

Sentence : A special committee investigates prisoners' 

grievances.



Ambiguous(Adj.) : संदेह जनक

Meaning : Doubtful or uncertain especially from 

obscurity or indistinctness

Synonyms : Vague , Obscure

Antonyms :  Certain , Clear

Sentence : His reply to my question was somewhat 

ambiguous.



Staved off(Verb): स्थशित करना

Meaning : To stop something bad from happening 

Synonyms : Fend Off , Avert

Sentence : We were hoping to stave off these difficult 

decisions until September.



Wagering(Verb) : दांव लिाना

Meaning : Something (such as a sum of money) risked on 

an uncertain event : stake

Synonyms : Gamble

Antonyms : Certainty

Sentence: She was willing to wager that he didn't own 

the apartment he lived in.



Addictive(Adj.) : लत लिाने वाली वस्तु

Meaning : Producing or tending to cause addiction

Synonyms : Obsessive 

Antonyms : Abstinent

Sentence: The game itself is fun and addictive .



Restraint(Noun) : संयम

Meaning : The quality of behaving in a calm or 

controlled way

Synonyms : Prudence , Self-Control

Sentence : His angry response showed a lack of 

restraint. 



Pondering(Verb) : शवचार करना

Meaning : To think carefully about something

Synonyms : Contemplate

Sentence : The team pondered their chances of success. 



Tenuous(Adj.) : महीन 

Meaning : Very weak or uncertain

Synonyms : Flimsy , Delicate

Antonyms : Substantial , Strong

Sentence : The local theater has had a tenuous existence 

in recent years. 



Gambling(Noun) : दू्यतक्रीड़ा

Meaning : Act or activity of betting money

Synonyms: Wager

Sentence: He would often gamble hundreds of dollars 

on a hand of poker.



Imperatives(Noun) : अशनवाययता

Meaning : Absolutely necessary or required; 

unavoidable

Synonyms: Compulsory , Essential

Antonyms : Optional

Sentence: It was imperative to maintain enough control 

to keep from hurting or biting her.



WORD POWER



Find Out ?

Synonyms  of Stoke  : (भड़काना/ भट्टी में कोयला ोंककना)

Feed

Inflame

Extinguish

Incite

Meaning : Encourage or incite (a strong emotion or 

tendency).

Solution : Feed , Inflame , Incite



Find Out ?

Synonyms of Surpass  : बढ़ जाना

Transcend

Outpaced

Emanate 

Lose

Meaning : Exceeded; be greater than / be better 

than.

Solution : Transcend , Outpaced



Antonyms of Absurd  : (शवसंिशत)

Preposterous

Sensible

Logical

Ludicrous

Meaning : Wildly unreasonable, illogical, or 

inappropriate

Solution : Sensible , Logical

Find Out ?



Find Out ?

Synonyms of Veteran : अनुभवी

Jejune

Amateur

Experienced

Skilled

Meaning : A person who has had long 

experience in a particular field.

Solution : Experienced, Skilled



Antonyms of Mull : शवचार करना

Ignore

Ponder

Contemplate

Disregard

Meaning : Thinking carefully about 

something

Solution :  Disregard, Ignore

Find Out ?



Find Out ?

Synonyms  of Slum  : अशवपंक/िंदी बस्ती

Hovel

Dump

Pigsty

Hone

Meaning : Often slums. a thickly populated, run-down, 

squalid part of a city, inhabited by poor people 

Solution : Hovel , Dump , Pigsty



Choose synonyms of Raze: ढहाना

Demolish

Bulldoze

Devastate

Wreck

Meaning : Completely destroy (a building, 

town, or other settlement)

Solution : Demolish , Bulldoze , Devastate

, Wreck

Find Out ?



Find Out ?

Synonyms  of Ostensibly : काल्पशनक रूप से

Truly

Unlikely

Seemingly

Allegedly

Meaning : As appears or is stated to be true, 

though not necessarily so; apparently

Solution : Seemingly , Allegedly



Find Out ?

Antonyms of Dissent  : असम्मत होना

Assent

Protest

Conflict

Disagree

Meaning : Disagreement with official or 

generally agreed ideas or opinions

Solution : Assent



Find Out ?

Antonyms of  Concerted  : अनुकूल

Conjunctive

Separate

Harmonious

Coordinated

Meaning : Jointly arranged or carried out; 

coordinated.

Solution : Separate



You need to step up your game if you want a promotion this year.

A. I don't know either

B. To work harder or perform better

C. To be in an unfamiliar or uncomfortable place

D. To be ignored or not considered.

E. None of the above

Solution : Option B

IDIOMS & PHRASES



I told him that I would pay him $1,000,000 and he bought it hook 

line and sinker.

A. Very rare

B. Very Easy

C. To be deceived completely

D. An easy way to make money quickly

E. None Of the Above

Solution : Option C

IDIOMS & PHRASES 



I'm willing to give it a whirl even though I've never done it before. 

A. It's not as difficult as you might think

B. To tell a secret

C. To get upset at times when others don't think you should

D. To try something

E. None of the above

Solution : Option D

IDIOMS & PHRASES 



Alright I wasn't planning on buying a new car today but you 

twisted my arm. I'll take it.

A. To ignore someone.

B. To convince someone with persistence

C. To fail suddenly and severely

D. To get directly to the point

E. None Of the Above

Solution : Option B

IDIOMS & PHRASES 
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